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Materials & Tools: 
•30 beads 
•Optional: 60 small beads for vertices (not shown in diagrams or included in text) 
•Optional: Interior bead to support the outer beaded shell 
•1 yard Crystal Fireline 6# test 
•Two size 10 or 12 beading needles 
•Optional: 1 yard of 10#  or lower test monofilament, used without needles 
•Thread burner 
•An Optivisor (or similar magnifier) is also helpful 
 
General Notes: 
•The technique is cross-weaving, done with two needles or thread ends.  Each unit of 
weave ends with one thread passing back in the opposite direction (“crossing”) through 
the last bead strung on the other thread. 
•Use a marker to color one thread end red to match the diagrams. 
•Work slowly and carefully and don’t let your work flop around as you tighten each unit.  
•If using the optional small beads at the vertices, Unit 1 is strung as Small Bead (SB), 
bead X 5.  I find a good working habit is to string a SB on each needle at the start of 
each subsequent unit, then string the other SBs alternating with the larger beads as the 
unit is worked.  Each of the 20 vertices contains 3 small beads. 
•Be brave when it comes to pulling a concealed square knot inside a bead – it may take a 
good tug, but you’ll be able to feel the knot “click” into place.  Don’t  use your beading 
needles to pull the thread ends tight, you’ll break the eyes.  
•Experiment with different combinations of large and small beads. 
 
Beads Used in Samples: 
•“Lantern” ornament – 3x6mm plastic rice pearls, 16mm plastic interior bead, two 
10mm plastic pearls, two red 10/0 seed beads 
•4mm Red Czech firepolished crystals, 10mm plastic pearl interior bead 
•3.5mm plastic pearls, no interior support bead 
•4mm White Czech firepolished crystals, 15/0 Red Japanese seed beads, 12mm 
wood interior bead 

This style of dodecahedron is a shape built 
from 12 pentagons.  I find it helpful to 
envision it as two 5-petalled flowers, turned 
face-to face and twisted a bit so their petals 
interlock. 
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•Work a chain of pentagons (Units 1-8) 
•Connect the beads in the base and add two more pentagons to 
connect the ends of the chain (Units 9 & 10) 
•Connect beads to form the cap (Unit 11) 
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1. String 5 beads, cross through last bead strung.  Move pentagon of beads to about 6-8 inches from the end of your Right 
needle.  Color longer Left thread end Red. 

2. Red strings 4 beads.  Black crosses. 
3. Though 8.  Red passes back through bead from pentagon two steps back, strings 3.  Black crosses.  As you work along, tighten 

your chain so that it humps upward like a shrimp shell - not curled upward like the sides of a bowl. 
9. Red passes back through bead from Unit 7, strings 1, passes around through 4 beads  and strung bead. Tighten to form base.  

Red passes through bead from Unit 1, strings 1.  Black crosses. 
10. Black passes through two beads from Units 1 & 2.  Red passes through bead from Unit 8, strings 1.  Black crosses. 
11. Red passes around through 4 beads to connect cap.  [Insert optional interior bead] Tighten.  Beginning with Red thread, tie a 

concealed square knot. 
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•Work a pentagonal base (Unit 1) 
•Add a rim of 5 pentagonal “petals” (Units 2-6) 
•Add 5 more interlocking pentagonal “petals” (Units 7-11) 
•Connect the beads to form the pentagonal cap (Unit 12) 
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1. String 5 beads, cross through last bead strung.  Color Left thread end Red. 
2. Red strings 4 beads.  Black crosses. 
3. Red passes back through bead from Unit 1.  Black strings 3.  Red crosses. 
4. Black passes back through bead from Unit 1.  Red strings 3.  Black crosses. 
5. Same as 3. 
6. Black passes through 2 beads, from Unit 1 & Unit 2.  Red strings 2.  Black 

crosses.  Tighten your work so it humps upward, then flip it forward so your 
needles are emerging from the front edge of a shallow bowl. 

7. Red passes through “edge” bead from Unit 2.  Black strings 3.  Red crosses. 
8. Black passes through 2 “edge” beads, from Unit 2 & Unit 3.  This will seem 

like the needle crosses a small gap [indicated by dotted line].  Red strings 2.  
Black crosses. 

9. Red passes through 2 “edge” beads, crossing gap.  Black strings 2.  Red 
crosses. 

10. Same as 8. 
11. Red passes through 2 “edge” beads, crossing gap, then through bead from 

Unit 7, strings 1.  Black crosses. [Insert optional interior bead] 
12. Pass Black around through 2 beads, pass Red around through 2 to close up 

pentagonal cap.  Starting with red thread, tie a concealed square knot. 
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Start any knot with the thread that’s coming out of the bead inside which you wish to conceal the knot – 
i.e., sometimes the knot will start Left-over-Right. 

Right-over-Left overhand knot; tighten (right thread 
becomes the left, & vice versa) 

Left-over-Right overhand knot (during which left changes 
back to right again); pass right thread back through bead 

Pull knot inside bead (be brave; you’ll feel it “click” into place). 
Tighten 

Pull knot inside bead (be brave; you’ll feel it “click” into place). 
Tighten 

Left-over-Right overhand knot; tighten (left thread 
becomes the right, & vice versa) 

Right-over-Left overhand knot (during which right changes 
back to left again); pass left thread back through bead 
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For a reverse surgeon’s knot, make two overhands at the second step – for example, right over left; then left over right, over right. 


